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LAB PERSONNEL DOWNTIME WORKFLOW 
Downtime – greater than 2 hours 

1. Notification will be sent via email several days in advance for planned downtime with date, time and 
expected duration 

2. Pre-print downtime labs using the Downtime Specimen Creation Activity within the Lab tools menu.  
Note Print 4 labels per specimen id (1 for specimen, 1 for Order Requisition, 1 for the Specimen Log, 
and 1 for result report)  

a. Access the Downtime Specimen Creation Activity via the Epic button  
b. Click on Tools > Lab Tools > Downtime Creation Activity 
c. In the Downtime Specimen Creation window select the desired label printer in the Label Printer 

field (Note Laboratory, Number of Specimens, Print Labels, Labels per Specimen default in from 
the Facility Record) 

 

 

d. Click Create to print labels 

 

3. Print the Lab BCA reports (see report list above under the BCA Web definition) from the dedicated 
BCA PC or Website. 

4. Specimen with Beaker label can be process accordingly since order exist in the epic system and will be 
available for resulting once the system is back up. 
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5. All non barcoded specimen must be accompanied with a Downtime Lab Requisition including the 
patient name, MRN (if available), DOB, Sex, Location, ordering provider, Test needed, collection date 
and time, and collector Id. 

6. Lab user will use a pre-printed downtime label for each non barcoded specimen and document on label 
patient name, mrn (if available), DOB, location, priority, and test(s) ordered. 

7. Once labeled, specimen is given to performing lab sections to complete testing.  Lab tech should follow 
section analyzer defined downtime policy for programming and performing manual testing. 

8. When testing is complete results can be written on a BCA Downtime Result Form if an analyzer printout 
is not available 

9. Result reports can be distributed to the units at regular intervals 
10. All critical values will be called to the floors and all Stats will be delivered to the floors. 

Downtime – less than 2 hours 

1. Notifications will be sent via email several days in advance for planned downtime with date, time and 
duration 

2. Pre-print downtime labs using the Specimen Creation Activity within the Lab tools menu.  Note Print 4 
labels per specimen id (1 for specimen, 1 for Order Requisition, 1 for the Specimen Log and 1 for result 
report) 

a. Access the Downtime Specimen Creation Activity via the Epic button  
b. Click on Tools > Lab Tools > Downtime Creation Activity 
c. In the Downtime Specimen Creation window select the desired label printer in the Label Printer 

field (Note Laboratory, Number of Specimens, Print Labels, Labels per Specimen default in from 
the Facility Record) 
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d. Click Create to print labels 

 

 

3. Hold all routine test 
4. Manually run any critical or high priority tests using downtime labels if necessary. 
5. When testing is complete results can be written on a BCA Downtime Result Form if an analyzer printout 

is not available. 
6. Result reports can be distributed to the units at regular intervals 
7. All critical values will be called to the floors and all Stats will be delivered to the floors. 

 

Recovery 

1. Once patient registration is in Epic lab can begin recovery process 
2. Any specimen with a Beaker specimen ID can be received and resulted in Epic 
3. All downtime labeled specimen proceed to step 4 

4. Click patient station    
5. Search for patient via MRN 
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6. Double click on the desired encounter to open patient’s chart 
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7. Place order(s) with desired priority  
a. Inpatient click on the Order Entry tab to display Manage Orders    
b. Outpatient Orders are placed using Order Entry 

  

8. Sign order and enter Authorizing provider 
9. Go to Order Inquiry tab, Highlight the desired order(s) and click Collect Specimen 
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10. In the Collection tool click Print labels, Collect All and Receive in order to receive the order in the lab 

 

11. Open Specimen Linking (Epic>Tools>Lab Tools> Specimen Linking) Here we will link the downtime 
label number to the specimen barcode label 

12. Within Specimen Linking first select the desired downtime result on the left side of the activity 
13. On the right side enter the desired patient’s MRN to find the needed patient encounter or scan the epic 

barcode 
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14. After the target patient is selected one can enter a new order for linking (proceed to Adding a New 
Order), use an existing specimen for linking(proceed to Linking Order to Existing Specimen), or mark 
an existing order on a new specimen as collected (proceed to Mark Existing Order as Collected on New 
Specimen) 
 

Adding a New Order 

 
1. Click on Add orders next to the desired encounter in the linking targets report.  Orders for New 

Specimen window opens.  Note: By default, the encounter department is entered in the Collection 
Department field 

2. Enter an order in the Procedure field 
3. Add a diagnosis to the master list of diagnoses in the Add Diagnosis field.  (By default, the encounter 

diagnoses will populate this field.) 
4. Verify the desired order(s) are selected in the Link?  Field (By default all order will be selected but can 

be cleared independently or deleted altogether.) 
5. Click Add Specimen Info to display the New Specimen card. Notice that the button changes to 

Recalculate Specimen Defaults.  (This Button triggers a calculation of container type, draw type, 
specimen type, and specimen source that are compatible with the procedure(s) and will display in the 
specimen card.) 

6. Fill out any further required fields 
7. Click Create, Receive, and Link to generate, receive and link the selected downtime results to the 

test(s) on that specimen. 
 

 

 
8. Now that the specimens are linked, lab techs can access specific Outstanding Worklist and verify 

specimen results. 
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Linking Order to Existing Specimen 

1. Click Link next to the existing specimen in the linking targets report.  The Orders for Specimen and 
Specimen cards open

 
2. Click the Link? field for any existing unverified orders that should not be linked 
3. Enter any add on orders in the Procedure field 
4. In Add Diagnosis field enter the diagnosis to the master list. (Note: The diagnosis will populate from 

the selected encounter) 
5. Verify the desired order(s) are selected in the Link?  Field (By default all order will be selected but can 

be cleared independently or deleted altogether.) 
6. Click Specimen Summary in the top right of the Specimen Card to jump to a summary report for the 

specimen. 
7. Click Link or Add-on and Link (if adding new orders) to link the selected downtime results to the 

selected tests on that specimen. 
 

 

8. Now that the specimens are linked, lab techs can access specific Outstanding Worklist and verify 
specimen results. 

 

Mark Existing Orders as Collected on New Specimens and Link Results 
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1. Click Mark as Collected next to the order. 

 

2. Confirm that the container type, collection date/time, specimen type and specimen source that default 
into the specimen card are accurate. 

3. Click Create, Receive, and Link to accession, receive and link the selected downtime results to the 
selected tests on the specimen 

  

4. Now that the specimens are linked, lab techs can access specific Outstanding Worklist and verify 
specimen results. 

 
 

 

 


